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Abstract

Purpose and meaning have always been fundamental to human and human institutions. In current times, “purpose” is actively researched by academic scholars and practiced by businesses. Purpose and values supersede product features or price in forming deeper connections with consumers by targeting emotional triggers. This paper, with its focus on alcohol beverage industry, studies how these brands target the innate need of humans to reach their terminal values or higher-order purpose in life to sell their products, consumption of which is associated with both health and social issues. Analysis of the selected alcohol beverage advertisements shows how marketers cleverly shift attention from the product attributes to consumers’ values, thus skipping the steps of Means-End chain. These personal values help in the attainment of one’s purpose (the reason for existence beyond oneself) ensuring satisfaction and contentment at an emotional level. In a category where brand preference is key, people’s motivation for selecting a particular brand they drink might be closely related to the underlying personal values.
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1. Introduction

According to Statistics MRC, the Global Alcoholic beverages market accounted for $1324.1 billion in 2017 and is expected to reach $1864.2 billion by 2026, making it a commercially lucrative market.¹ The consumption of alcohol is mostly justified on the grounds of occasional drinking, fun, relaxation during social gatherings despite being associated with both health and social issues. Its health consequences include liver malfunctioning, high risk of injury—especially from drunk driving, high risk of addiction, anxiety, etc whereas social consequences range from financial distress due to excessive drinking to humiliating drinking incidents like vomiting, passing out, violence etc.

This study aims to analyse how higher-order purpose and values are used as a launchpad to sell products with adverse health and social consequences. It throws light on how some brands (alcohol brands in this study) digress from real the Means-End chain (MEC) and try to appeal the psyche of the consumer or connect with them at a higher level, through contrived and false connections.

Sheth suggested that to be comprehensive in marketing products, both researchers and management have to adopt a consumer-based orientation rather than one that merely focuses on product characteristics. The consumer orientation of marketing emphasizes the satisfaction of real needs of consumers. A consumer may buy the product for its functional need satisfaction but what is the higher motivating force to choose one brand over others is purely emotional and can be understood through MEC. Marketers use Means-End analysis to understand the deep motivations of purchase decisions by studying consumer cognitive processes.

The first contributions to the theoretical foundation of the Means-End theory came from the psychology and economics fields and have always intended to demonstrate
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that consumers buy products not simply because of intrinsic attributes but because of contents that stimulate their cognitive structure. The Means-End theory aims at identifying the links between consumer behaviours and values, explaining how the choice of a good or service serves the achievement of the desired condition (Reynolds & Gutman; Grunert & Grunert). Means are objects (products) or activities in which people engage (running, reading). Ends are valued states of being such as happiness, security, accomplishment. Thus, a Means-End chain can be summed as a model that seeks to explain how a product or service selection facilitates the achievement of desired end states.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 explicitly states the research objectives and its implications. Section 3 reviews the previous work on the Means-End chain and also discusses its components (attributes, consequences and values). How values are connected to attributes, behaviour and motivation are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 elaborates the concept of purpose and why it is important and also how marketers are trying to deviate from the Means-End chain and trying to sell undesirable products. Section 6 describes the methodology, explaining how data for analysis was selected and also how connotative meanings are derived from lexical meaning to target the values or higher order purpose of consumers. The next Section deals with the ad analysis for the selected alcohol beverage brands discussing how they use their purpose statements, taglines etc to connect with higher order needs of consumers, followed by conclusion in Section 8.

2. Research Objectives and Implications

The principle aim of this paper is to explore how alcohol beverage brands are digressing from the Means-End chain and appealing to higher order purpose/values to sell their products, which are not beneficial from both health and social perspective. This research paper broadly answers three questions:

1. Explore the concept of purpose and values and its relationship with consumer motivation.
2. Theoretically explore the linkages between purpose and values and consumer brand preference.
3. Describe and interpret with selected alcohol brand ads – how they digress from regular MEC and derive connotative meaning from lexical meanings.

This study is important from the social perspective as the consumers will be well informed how marketers are trying to sell them undesirables/products with no functional consequences by digressing and making contrived relations. The marketers are appealing the emotional needs of people by relating to purpose and values which, as proposed in the theory is the ultimate aim of the consumers to reach. This study aims to warn the consumers about the appropriation of ethical and progressive values as a form of advertising just to make more profit while hiding the dark side of conventional capitalistic business management practised by many brands (in this study – alcohol brands).

Deeper motivations of humans that trigger positive behaviour like values and higher order purpose are used as launch pad to sell product that have both health and social consequences. Marketers are commodifying values and purpose in order to beat competition and forming deeper bonds with its consumer base.

The study is also important for marketers as it proves that values and purpose are important for consumers and thus having one for their brand or organization might be a necessity to succeed.

3. Means-End Chain Model & its Components

The Means-End chain model developed by Gutman theorizes “that values are dominant factors in the pattern of consumer purchase; that these consider products or services based on the function of satisfying values; that all actions have consequences (desired or not); and, finally, that there is a connection between consequences and product or service attributes. The central aspects of the model are consumer decision-making that produces desired consequences (positive) and minimizes undesired ones (negative).”

The MEC model is based on the attribute-consequence-value (A-C-V) sequence (Gengler, Mulvey, & Oglethorpe; Vriens & Hofstede; Olson & Reynolds). It can be seen as a chain from product attributes (means) to the consequences of using the product to the consumer's values (ends). Figure 1 provides a graphical explanation of the MEC - attributes being the distinct characteristics of a product or service, consequences are defined as any result (physio-logical or psychological accruing directly or indirectly to the consumer and can be both desirable and undesirable) and lastly,
values are centrally held cognitive elements that trigger motivation for behaviour

3.1 Values

Value has been a key concept in the social sciences and has played an important role not only in sociology, but in psychology, anthropology, and related disciplines. Values are used to characterize cultural groups, societies and individuals, and to explain the motivational bases of attitudes and behaviour. In marketing, values research has been of particular interest in the area of consumer behaviour (Vinson, Scott & Lamont; De Mooij; De Mooij). Consumer behaviour includes an examination of the range of customers’ needs, attitudes, and motivation to purchase (Borden).

To say that a person ‘has a value’ is to say that “he has an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of existence is personally and socially preferable to alternative modes of conduct or end-states of existence” (Rokeach). These end-states give expression to human needs; thus, it can be said that values provide the goals toward which behaviour is motivated.

Rokeach argued that values are taught at an early age and he assumed that the total number of values a person possesses is relatively small and that all people everywhere possess the same values to different degrees and that the antecedents of human values can be traced to culture, society and its institutions. While we come from different backgrounds and cultures, our values are what we have in common. He categorized values into 2 heads:

- Terminal values: are defined as the end states of existence towards which people strive (e.g. world peace, pleasure, happiness, true friendship) and
- Instrumental values: are defined as an act of “doing” rather than “being”. These can be summed as preferable modes of behaviour or means of achieving the terminal values. (e.g. open-mindedness, honesty, forgiving).

Similarly, Schwartz’s value theory specifies 6 features of values:

- Values are beliefs linked to affect
- Values refer to desirable goals that motivate action
- Values transcend specific actions and situations
- Values serve as standards or criteria serving as a guide for selection or evaluation of actions, policies, people, and events
- Values are ordered by importance relative to one another
- The relative importance of multiple values guides action implying any attitude or behaviour typically has implications for more than one value.

3.2 Attributes and Consequences

Attributes can be categorised into Intrinsic and Extrinsic. Intrinsic attributes relate to the function of a product (such as the design, performance, shape, components, and size). To change the intrinsic attributes would mean altering the product. Extrinsic benefits are the meaning or emotional attachment of the product (such as value, image) – perceptions a user has.

But when a consumer decides to buy a product, the decision is not only dependent upon selecting the attribute desired in the product per se but, also on the perceived consequences of product use. If the consumer perceives that the product is a means to some important consequences which themselves will lead to the satisfaction of particular values, he will buy the product in order to reach the end state desired. In this way the goal of a Means-End chain becomes to link presumably concrete product attributes with the consequences of those attributes and, in turn, to link consequences with consumers’ values or desired end-states (Gutman; Olson & Reynolds; Vinson, Scott & Lamont).
4. Relating Values to Attitude and Behaviour and Motivation

Clawson & Vinson\textsuperscript{20} suggested that values may prove to be one of the most powerful explanations of, and influences on, consumer behaviour. They can perhaps equal or surpass the contributions of other major constructs including attitudes, product attributes, product classifications and lifestyles. Thus, knowledge of values and its relation with attitude and behaviour is imperative before further study.

Attitude can be defined as an expression of how we feel about any given thing, situation or object and it is the reflection of the values we hold. Rosenberg and Hovland\textsuperscript{21} gave ABC model determining the components of attitude:

- Affective – part of attitudes that drives a person's feelings or one's emotional response
- Behavioural – refers to the behaviour a person displays or how one actually reacts in accordance to their attitude in a particular situation.
- Cognitive – refers to a person's opinion, beliefs or thought about a subject matter or a person.

Pitts & Woodside\textsuperscript{22} reported a positive relationship between values and attitude. Attitude can also be defined as a judgment made on the 'attitude object' (a person, place, task, event, skill, etc.). Judgments from attitude can range from positive, negative or neutral. A positive attitude is needed in an individual in order for him/her to be motivated and engaged in a task.

When relating the MEC approach to the concept of human motivation, the literature interprets the linked elements which comprise the Means-End chains as representations of peoples’ underlying motivation (Claeys et al.)\textsuperscript{32}. Providing the rationale for this interpretation, Reynolds, and Gutman\textsuperscript{24} points out that an understanding of the structure of attributes, consequences, and values depicted in Means-End chains facilitates a ‘motivational perspective’ because it uncovers the underlying reasons why certain attributes or expected consequences are desired.

Behaviour is another relevant term and can be defined as “anything an organism does” or “what an organism does” (Davis; Lehner; Pierce & Cheney)\textsuperscript{25-27}. To put it simply behaviour is a way in which one acts or conducts itself, mostly towards others. Feather\textsuperscript{28} suggests that values affect behaviour by influencing one’s evaluation of the possible consequences of his or her actions. Other researches proposing influence of values on subsequent behaviour include William\textsuperscript{29} and Carman\textsuperscript{30}.

Research indicates that attitude can cause an individual to change his or her behavioural intention and possess a consistently unfavourable or favourable response to a particular object (Ajzen; Bagozzi & Warshaw)\textsuperscript{31,32}. Hansen\textsuperscript{33} contends that if an individual's attitude toward an object is favourable, he or she is more likely to engage in positive behaviour toward the object.

Linking the concepts of value, attitude, and behaviour, leads to V-A-B theory by Homer & Kahle\textsuperscript{34} who proposed hierarchal association of the three terms in context of natural food shopping. Shim & Eastlick\textsuperscript{35} examined the relative importance of values and its influence on attitude and behaviour in context of mall shopping. To sum up we can say that Attitudes arise out of core values that provide motivation to engage in any task thus leading to behaviour or action as shown in Figure 2.

4.1 Purpose

Values are said to give individuals a sense of purpose. Purpose, the latest buzz word in marketing basically answers the ultimate question of “WHY”. The lexical definition states purpose as a reason for which something is done or created or in other words its reason for existence.

Since times immemorial Purpose has had a strong connection with people's life. Victor Frankl's
research showed that purpose is highly conducive to well-being: he emphasized the role of finding meaning and purpose as human’s most important quest and gracious gift for addressing psychological difficulties. Purpose is also said to positively influence physiological well-being and has repeatedly been linked to longevity. Krause\textsuperscript{42}; Sone and colleagues\textsuperscript{43} etc all found that older adults who reported a higher sense of purpose in life experienced a significantly diminished risk of mortality over time.

The concept of purpose also extended to organizations giving purposeful organizations an edge over competitors. A strong sense of purpose positively impacts performance through various mechanisms. Firstly, purpose serves as the North Star giving organizations a sense of direction. It is great for employee engagement, job satisfaction, attracting and retaining talent. The 2016 Workforce Purpose Index by Imperative & LinkedIn\textsuperscript{44} reported that 73% of employees in businesses with a clear brand purpose are satisfied. Having a purpose ensures the acquisition of a committed workforce and retention of the best talent. Deloitte millennial survey 2016\textsuperscript{45} showed that “Millennials prioritized the sense of purpose around people rather than growth or profit maximization”.

Research from the E.Y. Beacon Institute and Harvard Business School\textsuperscript{46} also shows that companies that lead with purpose are more likely to be profitable; 85% of purpose-led companies have shown positive growth in the past three years, with 58% growing by more than 10%, thus implying better financials for purpose-driven organizations. So, purpose is not just a lofty ideal; it has practical implications and by tapping into that power, one can transform an entire organization.

Recent trends have seen a move towards adopting a strategy of purpose not only among organizations but brands too. The concept of purpose including values has gained importance as fighting over product features and price has become passé. When choosing brands, today’s consumers care more about what kind of impact brands are making in the world than just what products or services they offer. The traditional approach in branding and advertising often focused on product attributes and basic benefits but failed to dig deeper into the psyche of consumers to determine the emotional triggers that actually drive their behaviour and action. Millward Brown’s BrandZ research for WPP\textsuperscript{47} over the past 10 years provides convincing data to prove that brand purpose drives value (brand equity). Purpose enables to form authentic emotional connections with those consumers who share the same essential values and enhance their brand loyalty, increase brand equity and thereby increasing its long-run profitability.

### 4.2 How do Marketers Sell Undesirable/ Unhealthy Products? - Deviation from MEC

As discussed earlier, drinking represents both a multi-billion-dollar industry and a major domain of leisure activity in contemporary society, making it important for marketers to know how to reach out to their consumers. In a category where brand preference is key, people’s motivation for selecting a particular brand they drink might be closely related to the underlying personal values and our study aims to find that.

Many studies have highlighted that food products contain abstract attributes directly connected to the value system of individuals who buy goods not only for the intrinsic characteristics of the goods but also for the benefits the goods can produce in accordance with the individuals’ values. Finch\textsuperscript{48} examined customers’ behaviour with respect to purchasing organic food products.

Values are imperative for humans as they affect attitude, motivation, preference, behaviour, etc. Thus, the MEC model by alcohol beverage brands seems to offer an interesting new direction for understanding how consumers are motivated to buy in this market by shifting the attention from the attribute level to the value level.

Figure 1 shows the regular Means-End chain which links attributes of products (which in this industry could be alcohol content, product quality, smoothness) with particular consequences (direct consequences– health consequences coupled with some social issues like drunk driving & indirect consequences as joy, fun, etc), and how these consequences satisfy their personal values (like sense of accomplishment, equality, friendship, etc).

Alcohol beverage brands cleverly skip the second level in the chain and try to connect directly to the end state (value state) as shown in figure 3. This is done because the product offered is undesirable and has negative consequences from both health and social perspective. By linking directly with the value state, brands motivate the consumers to buy their product in comparison to that of the competitor so as to achieve the desired end state. Here the competition moves away from the basic intrinsic attributes to extrinsic and more abstract attributes which are the unique value proposition of each brand.
5. Methodology

This qualitative study involves both exploratory research and descriptive research. The study aims to explore the relevance of values and purpose in brand selection of alcohol beverages and it also describes how marketers are tapping this innate need of humans to reach to terminal values and higher order purpose to sell their undesirable products. As mentioned earlier many studies have used MEC to explain consumers’ motivation in drinking and also their brand preference (McDonald, Wagner & Minor; Judica & Perkins; Fabbrizzi, Marinelli, Menghini & Casini)\textsuperscript{39,40}. Since the relation of purpose and values as a concept, is in its nascent stages, therefore this study adopts a discovery-oriented (Mahrer ; Mahrer & Boulet)\textsuperscript{46,47} approach to studying this phenomenon used by alcohol beverage brands. The discovery-oriented approach is used so as to describe the current situation: values and purpose as an important differentiating factor for brands and also discover the digression of alcohol brands from real MEC to a contrived one. Unlike other research that start with hypothesis testing, a discovery-oriented research starts with questions. Ads selected for this study were video ads (Tv, internet or any social media platform). Also, Ad campaigns across regions were taken into consideration however the brands selected were the ones consumed in the Indian market. The data for choosing the brands were taken from Statista reports of 2016 to 2019 and the chosen brands were the highest contributor in their respective fields. The visual as well as verbal content of the ads were analysed and interpreted. The interpretation involved finding lexical meanings and synonyms (using thesaurus)\textsuperscript{48} and then deriving/interpreting connotative meaning using visual and verbal components of the ad.

5.1 Data Selection

Alcoholic beverages can usually be divided into 3 parts: spirits, beer, and wine. Spirits as a category contributed to the maximum consumption percentage (statistics taken from Statista and source of the report is WHO data\textsuperscript{49}). Within the category of spirits, whisky contributed to the maximum share in the Indian market (statistics taken from Statista and sources of the report are Live mint, Global Data, and Euromonitor\textsuperscript{50}), thus whisky brands (either country produced or IMFL) were taken into consideration for the purpose of the study. Statistics taken from Statista and other sources of the report\textsuperscript{51} represents the companies that have the maximum market share of whiskey and thus brands from these companies were chosen. The selection criteria of brands were most valuable Indian brands 2019 – BrandZ report.

5.2 Deriving Connotative Meaning to Reach Value State or Higher Order Purpose

As mentioned earlier values are believed to have a substantial influence on the behaviour of individuals (Rokeach)\textsuperscript{14} and can also provide a powerful explanation of consumer behaviour (Clawson and Vinson)\textsuperscript{20}. Ad analysis in the coming section shows the clever use of advertising in relating to values and higher-order purpose needs, how brands with their taglines or organizational purpose (extended in form of brand purpose) try to derive connotative meaning from their lexical meaning.
and connect to the users subconsciously (e.g.: Make it Large – both your life and drink size).

Meaning is an important component of language. Meaning or the information one wants to communicate can be conveyed through a number of means like gesture, picture, signals, etc. Semantics as a branch of linguistics is mainly concerned with how the ‘meaning’ is conveyed by the linguistics system consisting of different unit structures like sentence, phrases, words, morphemes, etc. Semantics is defined as “the study of meaning” by Lyons and “study of meaning in language” by Hurford and Heasley. Geoffrey Leech classified meaning into 7 types:

• Logical or conceptual meaning,
• Connotative meaning,
• Social meaning,
• Affective meaning,
• Reflected meaning,
• Collective meaning and
• Thematic meaning.

This study focuses on primarily two types of meaning: lexical or denotative and the other one being connotative.

Conceptual meaning also referred to as logical, cognitive or denotative meaning is based on two structural principles, which are contractiveness and constituent structures. It is usually derived from definitions found in dictionaries. While the conceptual meaning is more stable the connotative meaning is mostly shaped by culture, background, society, etc. It is relatively unstable or so to say it is subjective and open to multiple interpretations. While conceptual can be said to present in definition, connotative is implied or derived.

Ferdinand de Saussure is regarded as the father of both linguistics and structuralism. He proposed that language is a system of signs, and that each sign is composed of two parts: a signifier which is a word, or sound-pattern and a signified which is the concept (1916 - Course in General Linguistics). Saussure stressed that the relationship between the signifier and the signified is conventional and arbitrary and that both terms are psychological in nature. There is no one-to-one relation between the signifier and the signified. For instance, the sound image “tree” may refer to different kinds of trees or it may even be a metaphor for a forest. Therefore, it is inferred that meaning is arbitrary and unstable. Similarly, Roland Barthes adopted from Louis Hjelmslev the notion that there are different orders of signification. The first order of signification is that of denotation: at this level, there is a sign consisting of a signifier and a signified. Connotation is a second-order of signification which uses the denotative sign (signifier and signified) as its signifier and attaches to it an additional signified. In this framework connotation is a sign which derives from the signifier of a denotative sign (so denotation leads to a chain of connotations). What can be deduced is that the signifier or a signified depends entirely on the level at which the analysis operates: a signified on one level can become a signifier on another level. This is the mechanism by which signs may seem to signify one thing but are loaded with multiple meanings.

The following section shows the use this framework of the derivation of connotative meaning from lexical for the purpose of ad analysis.

6. Analysis

The most acclaimed among the alcohol beverage brand is Johnnie Walker with its purpose statement “keep walking”. The striding man of Johnnie Walker stands for progress, a value that every individual strives for. All their advertisements communicate the same message that moving (progressing) in life is very important. It’s a fundamental human value to hope for a better tomorrow than today. Every movement or progression whether forward or backward will decide your next step or position in life. It motivates individuals to advance from the lower-level purpose i.e. achievement/success to a higher-order purpose i.e. Progress. In the keep walking advertisement, a robot is shown wishing to be like humans – to be able to love, feel, emote etc., telling that they might not be the future of this world despite this hype for artificial intelligence and machine learning as their only advantage of immortality (which they will achieve by not wearing out) can also be achieved by humans too by constantly evolving and progressing. In ads like ‘dear brother’ and ‘keep walking the next step’, the protagonist expresses the need to keep walking even if one can’t run as any step is better than no step (stagnation). He claims that one can always define oneself by where one is headed instead of where one is standing. The success of the brand can be also be seen by how the brand ropes in various economies like Brazil, Lebanon, etc. The ‘sleeping giant’ campaign of Brazil (giant of Latin America) shows a rock giant waking from its slumber and making progress which was symbolic of the Brazilian economy making progress.
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in terms of the stock market, GDP, etc. ‘Keep walking-Lebanon ad’ was shown in the light of the Lebanese crisis to inspire citizens. The ad showed people coming together and solving problems together moving forward by combining their resources. What makes a brand iconic is when its steps beyond its category and means much more than just a product to its consumers. Johnny Walker skilfully appeals the psyche of the consumer by deriving connotative meaning of progress from literal meaning of walking (implies any movement forward). It inspires consumers to be progressive in all areas of life, opportunities etc, thus connecting the alcohol brand with the value of “progress” – a value that every individual stride for.

The brand under Pernod Ricard - Royal stag uses clever advertising or what can be said purpose washing to promote it as a brand that wants to Make It Large (both in terms of the drink size and also large in life). The lexical meaning of large is extensive, huge etc which is connotatively interpreted as going beyond the average or making a worthy contribution. The initial ads of Royal stag starring Shahrukh Khan views that every “small” step or contribution you make counts and all these small sums up to become that one large change in life (Small Milate jao, Large banate jao). The smart use of words small and large both with respect to drink size and attitude in life is a point worth noticing.

The analysis of the recent ad shows that Royal stag is connected with self-made individuals who have magnified the canvas of life and those that embody self-belief. It relates itself to a larger than life attitude. It teaches individuals to self-evaluate themselves and consciously realize that there is a lot to achieve and that they should stand out and not settle to be part of the queue. This tagline connects to the higher-order purpose of humans to make it big in life which is also associated with the fifth need of Maslow: the need for self-actualization. The need for self-actualization involves “the desire to become more and more of what one is, to become everything that one is capable of becoming”. Thus, it can be said that connection with purpose or the value of accomplishment seems to be contributing to the fulfilment of perhaps the highest order need according to Maslow, self-actualization. With their new royal stag cricketers’ campaign - “Wanna make it Large – It starts with you” Royal Stag is positioning itself as an iconic brand inspiring young people to dream big, achieve big and in turn make it large, by creating their own identity by hard work.

The next analysis of Chivas advertisement shows Farhan Akhtar in a red-carpet event asking a few people to join while being photographed. He poses important questions like: “Are we going to succeed alone, or take people along” & “Will we win the old way, or the right way?” The ad tries to promote that, in today’s time of dwindling trust, winning is no longer about proving the world wrong, it’s about getting together and making the world right. The concept of We is replacing the concept of I, Me, Myself.

The term chivalry is used to connect to true qualities of modern man: a code of conduct that sets him apart. ‘Win the Right Way’ campaign communicates Chivas Regal’s brand values and aims to inspire a new generation to achieve success whilst making a positive impact on the lives of others. It also stands true to the brand's philosophy of “succeed as gentlemen”- how success is beyond material gains and is about enriching the lives of others. It emphasizes that true success lies less in its clichéd symbolism and more in its impact on the world. These values of uniqueness, rightness, bravery, unselfishness etc desired in men, is what the brand is trying to poach.

Even brands like McDowell's No.1 soda launched a campaign in 2014 called 'No1Yaari'. Yaari meaning ‘friendship’ is one value close to every human being. According to Maslow’s need hierarchy “belongingness” is a basic human need and aspired by every individual. The ad also shows celebrating deep bonds of ‘brotherhood’ (extended friendship – or friends turning into an extended family). In this fast-moving life, older family structures (joint families, etc) are dismantling as young individuals have to move out of their homes for work or study. As they do so, they “start to find a new family in their friends. This feeling is easily relatable and more engaging because everybody has that inner circle of friends whom they rely on for moving their lives to a better and richer place. Previous campaigns were on similar lines of Friendship “yaaro se bane hum” – we are made / we are a part of our friends.

Table 1 shows how selected alcohol brands derive connotative meaning from lexical meaning, to sell products whose consumption is associated with both health and social risks.
Table 1. Deriving Values/Higher Order Purpose: From Lexical Meaning to Connotative Meaning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Promoted As</th>
<th>Lexical Meaning</th>
<th>Antonym</th>
<th>Connotative Meaning Derived from Lexical Meaning</th>
<th>Connotative Meaning (Antonym)</th>
<th>Value Associated/Derived</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JOHNIE WALKER</td>
<td>Keep Walking</td>
<td>forward or onward movement / advance / gradual betterment / improvement / evolution / growth</td>
<td>Backward movement / downfall or decent / gradual deterioration / decline / stagnation /</td>
<td>to move on in life / to advance in life / to look for growth / to never give up / to broaden your thinking horizons and discover new opportunities</td>
<td>no change or stagnation in thoughts, work, life etc / pull back all efforts after a failure</td>
<td>Progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROYAL STAG</td>
<td>Its Your Life, Make It Large</td>
<td>considerable / enormous / extensive / full / generous / giant / grand / huge / immense / massive / sizable / vast</td>
<td>cramped / limited / litlle / minor / narrow / small</td>
<td>attitude to rise beyond average or go beyond normal or common / substantial contribution towards something or to make it big in life / make your life worthy</td>
<td>to indulge in things that are insignificant or unimportant / not be stuck with societal pressures and clichés</td>
<td>Sense of accomplishment / Larger than life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIVAS</td>
<td>Live With Chivalry</td>
<td>qualities of ideal knight - gallant, courteous, generous in behaviour / polite, kind, and unselfish behaviour, especially by men towards women / In the Middle Ages, chivalry was the set of rules and way of behaving which knights were expected to follow</td>
<td>impoliteness / cowardice</td>
<td>fundamental value of modern men / doing things the right way / success tastes better when shared / code of conduct that sets them apart</td>
<td>self centred / winning the wrong way or at the cost of others</td>
<td>Chivalry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDowell’s No.1 (Friendship)</td>
<td>NO.1 YAARI (Friendship)</td>
<td>affection / acquaintance / alliance / amiability / association / attachment / benevolence / harmony / company / fellowship / camaraderie / companionship</td>
<td>animosity / enmity / disassociation / hatred / hostility / malevolence</td>
<td>celebrating the bond of brotherhood / a bond that can be called extended family</td>
<td>fellowing of hatred or malice towards others / self centred and into oneself only</td>
<td>Friendship / close companion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Conclusion

Research proves that purpose and values are elemental to humans. The desire to reach the end state or the higher-order purpose is the innate need of every being which is channelled through decision making. Values are critical motivators of behaviour and attitudes, which in turn help individuals attain their purpose. Values also lead to a positive attitude, which in turn leads to motivations to buy and finally the behaviour stage. Similarly linking yourself, an organization or brand to purpose serves multiple advantages ranging from better financials to committed workforce, equity, longevity, etc. This study shows how this innate need of humans is used by alcohol beverage industry to their advantage. Deviating from the MEC paradigm to sell a product that are undesirable gives a reality check to consumers, of how marketers are using clever advertising to sell their products. How values and purpose are used as tools for engage individuals in their brand.

All this information is valuable from the business viewpoint as it can be used to prepare positioning strategies not only for current products but for new products. Also, this clever marketing of linking product attributes as a means to attaining value state or higher-order purpose is profitable as can be seen Brand Z Top 75 most valuable Indian brands 2019, report. So basically, what can be deduced is that brands are trying to show greater good even by selling a product which itself is harmful. How far advertisers can go down this route of playing around higher-order purpose, however, remains an open question.
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